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Welcome

to the Trinity Hall Fashion
and Luxury Goods Society

THE SOLE AND
PREMIER
FASHION AND
LUXURY
GOODS
SOCIETY IN
CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY,
DEDICATED
TO
CONNECTING
CAMBRIDGE
STUDENTS
WITH
LEADERS IN
THE FIELD.

The Trinity Hall Fashion and Luxury Goods
Society (THFLGS) is Cambridge University’s
sole and premier fashion and luxury goods
society, dedicated to connecting Cambridge
students with leaders in the field. We are
committed to introducing the world of fashion
and luxury goods to the University, and to
detail both the business and artistic excellency of
the industry. This is accomplished through our
extensive presence in the University: we
comprise of campus leaders and reach over 2000
students through our social media channels.

THFLGS acts as the bridge between our
sponsors and Cambridge University students.
This link was previously missing in Cambridge:
my passion for the fashion and luxury goods
sector and this evident gap is what encouraged
me to launch THFLGS. Through our flagship
speaker events, networking sessions and sponsorled workshops, we aim for students to enhance
their industry knowledge, whilst enabling

sponsors to develop personal bonds with
the finest talent. Working together with our
sponsors, our goal is to inspire students and
increase their awareness of the many
exciting opportunities that the fashion and
luxury goods sector offers.
A partnership with THFLGS would give your
company comprehensive access to the top
Cambridge students. We will assist you in
hosting exclusive events and in nurturing your
brand awareness throughout the University
via our social media platforms including
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, email and our
website.
We would be immensely grateful for your
valuable support. In addition to our
sponsorship opportunities, I am willing to
discuss bespoke, tailored packages so that we
can satisfy the individual requirements of your
firm. Please do not hesitate to contact me via
telephone or email.

I look forward to working with you.
Kindest regards,

Giulia Battaglia Trovato
Founder & President
Trinity Hall Fashion and Luxury Goods Society
University of Cambridge
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ABOUT THFLGS
THE TRINITY HALL FASHION AND LUXURY GOODS SOCIETY IS A STUDENT-LED SOCIETY WHICH AIMS TO
BRING TOGETHER CAMBRIDGE STUDENTS WHO HAVE A SHARED INTEREST IN FASHION AND LUXURY GOODS,
AND TO IGNITE THIS PASSION FURTHER. WE PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH A BREADTH OF RESOURCES AND
CONTACTS SO THAT THEY HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO REACH THE HEART OF THE FASHION AND LUXURY
GOODS INDUSTRY, EXPLORE THEIR PASSION AND ENGAGE WITH LEADERS IN THE FIELD.

FLAGSHIP SPEAKER EVENTS
We aim to assist our sponsor firms by organising intimate events that will help to engage students who have an interest in and
would like to explore potential career paths in the Fashion and Luxury Goods industry. Last year, the University of Cambridge
had the honour of welcoming the President of CHANEL Fashion Europe to conduct a talk on the history and evolution of one of
the foremost leaders in the Fashion world. The talk attracted many students from a wide variety of backgrounds and was a great
success.
As our sponsor, you would be invited to speak about the history and future of your business, your brand, as well as your
experience in the Fashion and Luxury Goods industry, which will be highly insightful and valuable to our students. These events
allow students to develop a greater understanding of the industry, as the opportunities that the industry possesses is often not
known to many. We are confident that these events will be able to ignite our students’ interest and passion in the industry,
motivating them to apply for internships and jobs, thus contributing towards this vibrant sector.
Our Society will be responsible for coordinating event logistics, (including, but not limited to, timings, venue bookings, caterings,
and sign-ups). We will also market these events to ensure maximum impact for both our sponsors and members alike.
Following the speaker event, our Society will organise a networking drinks reception to allow speakers to connect with Cambridge
University students personally. Moreover, we would like to extend our warmest hospitality to our sponsors: an invitation to
college formal dinner after the speaker event and networking drinks since formal dining is a traditional and quintessential
experience in Cambridge.

NETWORKING EVENTS
In addition to our Flagship Speaker Events, our Society will also be organising standalone networking events for our sponsors,
during which sponsors will be given the chance to network with students who are keen to explore career opportunities in the
Fashion and Luxury Goods industry. These networking events will be in the format of a networking drinks reception followed by a
formal dinner. Dining in the colleges’ gothic 16th century dining halls is an experience that is unique to Cambridge. This less formal
and intimate setting allows our sponsors to get to know Cambridge’s talented students, with the opportunity to share ideas and
discuss trends in the sector.

WORKSHOPS
We are able to curate workshops specific to the area of interest of your company. Examples of workshops that could take place
include design workshops, commercial and strategic workshops and marketing/branding workshops where our sponsors are able to
engage and provide a hands-on experience to our members. We will liaise with our sponsors to assist with the logistics of the
workshop and to market the event through our mailing list and various social media platforms.

MARKETING
Through our social media presence, we are able to achieve regular and impactful engagement with our members and Cambridge
University students, acting as an active platform to advertise our sponsors’ brands, events and opportunities. Currently, we have
established the following social media footage: Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn and our weekly newsletter. We are able to customise
bespoke marketing strategies that suit the needs and requirements of our sponsors.

WEBSITE
Our Society publishes articles on the Fashion and Luxury Goods sector on a regular basis on our own website. These articles cover
the history of the sub-sectors, analyse the business-side of the sector, discuss the new trends and report on recent exhibitions and the
latest fashion shows. Our website is able to provide tailored articles to promote the brands of our sponsors, detailing their heritage,
products and career opportunities. This is an effective channel that allows our Society to advertise news about your brand to
Cambridge students.
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SPONSORSHIP
PACKAGES
PREMIUM PARTNER
£500 for 12 months

As a Premium Partner, you will have the opportunity to engage with all our Society has to
offer, and differentiate yourself as a top-level Partner.

BRAND
AWARENESS
Our Premium Partners will
receive the benefits of our
social media accounts in
order to promote their
brand, as outlined in our
Partner package, but with
top priority and greater
frequency than our
Partners.

FLAGSHIP SPEAKER
EVENTS
As a Premium Partner, THFLGS will
guarantee and prioritize the opportunity to
host two Flagship Speaker Events for your
brand annually. The format of the event is
flexible, but we envisage a presentation or
panel discussion, followed by networking
drinks and a Formal Dinner in one of
Cambridge’s prestigious colleges.
Complementary tickets will be provided to
company representatives. Our Premium
Partner events will be publicized with the
uttermost priority on all of our marketing
platforms, reaching followers on Facebook,
Instagram, LinkedIn, email and through our
website. This should ensure a wide
engagement and high turn-out to our events.
THFLGS is open to providing bespoke events
to our Premium Partners, and will be willing
to discuss any potential endeavors.

BESPOKE
RELATIONSHIP
As a Premium Partner, your
brand will receive a
dedicated service from our
entire committee, who
would love to discuss and
organize any tailor-made
initiatives and events which
we would have the pleasure
of hosting.

PARTNER

BRAND AWARENESS

£250 for 12 months

Partners will receive access to our social media platforms, including Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, email and our website. THFLGS will
promote the brand on our Facebook page, including, but not limited to, upcoming events, new product launches and groundbreaking
brand news. THFLGS will create a story highlight for each brand on our Instagram page. Partners will have their name and brand logo
on our sponsors page on our THFLGS website and will have their name and brand logo in the signature of our THFLGS emails.
Partners will have their name and brand logo on our Sponsorship banner at THFLGS events. Moreover, THFLGS is able to provide
tailored articles which will be posted on our website to promote the brands of our Partners, detailing their heritage, products and career
opportunities.This will ensure engagement with students, staff and members across Cambridge University, the wider Cambridge
community and beyond.
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Committee
Jo Sam

Vice President

Martin Luk

Men's Fashion &
Luxury Goods Director

Alessandro Rubin

Industry Trend Director

Tabitha Jackson

Treasurer

Giulia Battaglia Trovato

President

Benedetta Spadaro

Events Co-director

Isabel Thomas

Secretary

Marketing Director

Fashion Week &
Exhibitions Director

Carmen Chan

Publicity Director

Charlotte Brinkley

Events Co-director

Claudia Bisutti

Digital Director

Natasha Lapierre

Marianne Marcopoulou

Marie Louise James

Amanda Ong

Vice President

Public Relations &
Sponsorship Director

Dora Lopresto

Fashion & Luxury
Goods Ambassador

Shruti Sharma

Fashion & Luxury
Goods Ambassador

Our committee is diverse, comprising of students from a wide array of countries and subject areas. We are economists,
physicists, biologists, pharmacologists, geographers, political scientists, art historians, philosophers, and linguists. We are
global: from America, Britain, Italy, France, Greece, Belgium, Malaysia, Hong Kong, India, China, and New Zealand.
Some of our committee members have been past high fashion models, boutique buyers, stylists, and ambassadors to
fashion houses. This is a testament to the widespread interests of Cambridge students of all backgrounds in the fashion and
luxury goods sector. We are, therefore, so pleased to bridge the barrier between students and fashion and luxury goods, and
hope that we can be the pot from which your industry can market to Cambridge University students. We believe that
access to the fashion and luxury goods sector to a young audience is crucial to industry sustainability. We believe the arts of
fashion and luxury goods inspire the youth to strive for beauty in their everyday lives.
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